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Solar Dynamo:
 - Large-scale cyclic magnetic ﬁelds with strength of about 10 gauss
 - Strong kilo gauss ﬁelds found only in small sunspots
 - Popular explanation relies on rising ﬂux tubes and       -mechanism
Model properties:
 - Non-dimensional formulation
 - Navier-Stokes eqn. for ﬂuid 
 - Thermally driven convection 
 - Maxwell's eqns. for magnetic ﬁeld
 - Anelastic approximation (LBR)
 - Polytropic equation of state
 - Boundaries: stress-free for ﬂow,
                       potential ﬁeld for B,
                       constant entropy
MagIC code:
 - Spherical harmonics in   and    
 - Chebyshev polynomials in radius
 - Toroidal and poloidal decomposition 
 - Hybrid parallelization (OpenMP+MPI) 
 - Implicit/explicit scheme for time-stepping
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Stellar parameters:
0.3 solar mass, 3680K
Zeeman broadening method
Reiners+ 2009, ApJ
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Fully convective stars: objects with a rather magnetic personality:
- Very small or no radiative core
- Sun like dynamo probably not present
- Dimmer than the Sun
- Despite all that they show very strong magnetic activity
Total mean magnetic ﬁeld as high as
2 kG in low mass rapidly rotating stars
Large scale ﬁeld reaching kilo gauss levels 
+/- 2kG
Jardine, Donati
Most of the magnetic ﬂux 
in small scales
http://arxiv.org/abs/1510.05541
A distributed dynamo working in our model spontaneously produces a dipole-dominated surface magnetic ﬁeld of the observed strength. 
The interaction of this ﬁeld with the turbulent convection in outer layers shreds it, producing small-scale ﬁelds that carry most of the 
magnetic ﬂux. The dynamo mechanism (    -type) requires only rotationally dominated convection. The models predicts numerous 
small active regions, large polar spots, and stable non-cyclic magnetic ﬁelds.
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Conclusions
- Self consistent generation of large-scale 
  magnetic ﬁeld from a seed weak-ﬁeld
- Production of both small-scale as well as 
  large-scale magnetic ﬁeld
- Strong small-scale ﬁeld reaching 10 kG
- Strong large-scale ﬁeld reaching 3 kG
- Mean total ﬁeld = 2.3 kG
- Mean large-scale ﬁeld = 1.1 kG
- Mean ZDI-inferred ﬁeld = 450 G
- Axisymmetry nature with dipole carrying 
  about 10% of the total ﬁeld energy.
- ZDI tends to underestimate the mean ﬁeld
- ZDI tends to axisymmetrize the ﬁeld 
- Numerous small bipolar "active" regions 
- Suppressed convection in regions of high 
  magnetic ﬁeld strength
- Reduced convection leads to formation of 
  large dark polar spots
- Polar spots not monolithic and contain 
  scattered bright regions
Puzzle
How can rapidly rotating low mass stars without a tachocline generate 
such strong magnetic ﬁelds on both large and small scales?
- Magnetic ﬁeld intensity increases as we go to 
  deeper layers and reaches to values more 
  than 10 kG. 
- No evidence of mega gauss ﬁeld in the simulation
- Toroidal and poloidal ﬁleds have similar strength 
  in the convection zone 
- Magnetic ﬁeld ampliﬁcation happens on rotational 
  time scale
- Field strength and morphology saturates around
  3000 rotations
- No magnetic cycles in the simulation, except for 
  the early transient stages (< 3000 rotations)
Suppressed convection
Reiners, Basri, 2009, A&A
